Elemental Analysis of Chinese Black Inks on Xuan Paper by ArF Laser-Excited Plume Fluorescence.
Chemical analysis of Chinese black ink on xuan paper is useful for the authentication of Asian artwork. The analysis has to be nondestructive and has to accommodate artworks of all sizes. We apply three analytical techniques, ArF laser-induced plume fluorescence, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) to analyze five commercial Chinese black inks on two kinds of xuan paper. The FTIR signal is found to be interfered by the substrate which is inevitable because the pigments diffuse extensively into the xuan fiber network. The XRF signal is shown to be feeble and no signal can be registered until the samples are stacked and when the analytes are present at tens of percent. In contrast, the plume fluorescence technique can detect the minor and trace signature elements. The method is based on a two-laser-pulse scheme performed on a high precision optical setup: the first 355 nm laser pulse ablates a thin layer of the ink to create a plume; the second 193 nm laser pulse induces multi analytes in the plume to fluoresce. Partial-least-squares discriminant analysis of the fluorescence spectra unambiguously sorts the ink-xuan combinations while the sampled area is not visibly damaged even under the microscope. The laser probe can handle samples of arbitrary size and shape, is air compatible, and no sample pretreatment is necessary.